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First private arts university to be established 
 
Singapore will soon establish its first private university of the arts in three to four years’ time, according to Minister of Education 
Lawrence Wong. The university, which has yet to be named, will be jointly managed by LASALLE College of the Arts and Nanyang 
Academy of Fine Arts (NAFA) and supported by the Ministry of Education (MOE) as well as the Ministry of Culture, Community and 
Youth (MCCY). It is part of national efforts to further strengthen educational pathways in the arts.  
 
“Because of the quality and standards that both LASALLE and NAFA have achieved, I’m happy to share that MOE will grant the 
alliance its own degree-awarding powers and also confer it university status. This will be our first university of the arts in 
Singapore,” said Mr Wong during MOE’s Committee of Supply debate last night. 
 
MOE has appointed a pro-tem committee to work close in cooperation with both arts institutions. Chaired by Ambassador-at-Large 
Professor Chan Heng Chee, who also served as Chairman of the National Arts Council (NAC) from 2013–2019, the committee is 
expected to complete its development of an operating model and structure of the new university by early 2023. 
 
In his speech, Mr Wong stated that LASALLE and NAFA have developed to become centres of artistic excellence, each with their 
own unique identities and strengths. He reiterates that both institutions will remain as distinct colleges offering their own 
programmes, thereby ensuring their unique heritages continued to be cherished. 
 
“We want to retain these distinctive identities. At the same time, both institutions recognise the opportunity to come together and 
forge closer collaboration,” he said. 
 
For example, students in the future will be able to benefit from the variety of offerings, with even more opportunities to access 
cross-institution modules and projects, as well as shared educational resources. The faculty of both institutions can also look 
forward to more academic collaborations. 
 
“More importantly, we envisage the university to contribute more to the cultural life in Singapore and the region, and to offer a 
stronger value proposition to its students and stakeholders," added Mr Wong. 
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At present, LASALLE and NAFA offer specialised diploma and degree programmes in partnership with overseas universities such 
as Goldsmiths, the Royal College of Music and the University of the Arts London. These programmes, subsidised by MOE, enable 
students to access quality and affordable arts education.  
 
Expressing his hopes for the future, Mr Wong said: “I hope the new arts university will take tertiary arts education in Singapore to 
greater heights, enabling our youths with strengths and talents in this field to maximise their potential and contribute to our 
economy and society.” 
 
NEW UNIVERSITY: Students at LASALLE College of the Arts during a drawing short course last year. Yesterday, it was 
announced in Parliament that Singapore will establish its first private university of the arts that will be jointly managed by LASALLE 
and NAFA. 
 
 


